## UNIVERSAL COLOR PACK

### LIQUID COLORANT FOR SEALERS

### DESCRIPTION
Specially blended, high-quality pigments designed for use with solvent-based clear sealers. UNIVERSAL COLOR PACKS are available in 33 standard colors and may be used to create semi-transparent, colored sealers.

### PRIMARY APPLICATIONS
UNIVERSAL COLOR PACKS can be used to pigment the following products:
- CLEAR SEAL, CURE-CRETE PLUS, CRYSTAL CLEAR VOC, CONCRETE STAIN SEALER tint base, and CLEAR SEAL 100

### FEATURES
- Eliminate the need to stock pre-colored sealers
- Easy to dose and mix
- Color will not fade
- Several tint intensities available

### STANDARD COLORS
UNIVERSAL COLOR PACKS are available in 33 standard colors.

### SHELF LIFE
4 Years in original, unopened packs.

### PACKAGING
UNIVERSAL COLOR PACK foil packs are packaged 6 to a carton.

### DIRECTIONS FOR USE
The standard dosage is 3 COLOR PACKS per 5 gal (18.9 L) pail of product. Dosage can be varied based on desired effect. A test section is recommended to determine the number of COLOR PACKS are required, but generally darker or deeper colors require more color packs than lighter colors.

COLOR PACKS must be thoroughly mixed into an approved product. Add COLOR PACKS to container of sealer and mix with a jiffy mixer for a minimum of two minutes. For application instructions, carefully read the technical data sheet of the sealer being tinted.

### CLEAN-UP
When mixed with a solvent-based sealer, use SOLV-KLEEN, xylene, or acetone to clean tools.

### PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS
- For professional use only.
- In all cases, consult the Safety Data Sheet before use.
WARRANTY: The Euclid Chemical Company (“Euclid”) solely and expressly warrants that its products shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship for one (1) year from the date of purchase. Unless authorized in writing by an officer of Euclid, no other representations or statements made by Euclid or its representatives, in writing or orally, shall alter this warranty. EUCLID MAKES NO WARRANTIES, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, AS TO THE MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ORDINARY OR PARTICULAR PURPOSES OF ITS PRODUCTS AND EXCLUDES THE SAME. If any Euclid product fails to conform with this warranty, Euclid will replace the product at no cost to Buyer. Replacement of any product shall be the sole and exclusive remedy available and buyer shall have no claim for incidental or consequential damages. Any warranty claim must be made within one (1) year from the date of the claimed breach. Euclid does not authorize anyone on its behalf to make any written or oral statements which in any way alter Euclid’s installation information or instructions in its product literature or on its packaging labels. Any installation of Euclid products which fails to conform with such installation information or instructions shall void this warranty. Product demonstrations, if any, are done for illustrative purposes only and do not constitute a warranty or warranty alteration of any kind. Buyer shall be solely responsible for determining the suitability of Euclid’s products for the Buyer’s intended purposes.